
 

 

THE GERMAN WRITER AS PROPAGANDIST, 1927 TO 1933

di HELMUT GRUBER

In the years between the outbreak of World War I and
Adolf Hitler’s ascent to power Germany attained an international
reputation as a center of intellectual and artistic novelties and
experiments. Modernism in German literature was represented
between 1927 and 1933 by Objectivism ‘, a movement that laid
claim to a political and social mission. The writers of this group
thought literature should have the special function of promoting

the welfare of man as an individual and in society. The result of
this conviction was that they made a commitment to ideas the
guiding principle of the writer's craft. Among the poets, drama—
tists, novelists, and essayists who comprised this movement were

Erich Remarque, Alfred Döblin, Bertolt Brecht, Hans Fallada, Lion

Feuchtwanger, Ernst Jünger, Anna Seghers, Theodor Plivier, and

' Comprising writers associated with the literary development called Neue
Sachlicbleeit, which Iacks an appropriate English equivalent but at various times
has been referred to as critical realism, reportage, new realism, and matter-nf-fact
style. See, for instance, JÜKGEN RÜHLE, Literalur und Revolution (Cologne, 1960),
pp. 172—73; H.F. GARTEN, Modem German Drama (Fair Lawn, 1959), pp. 172-73;
and FELIX BERTAUX, A Panorama of German Literature from 1871 to 1931,
trans. John ]. Traunsrjn: (New York, 1935 ), pp. 251-53, Superficially, Objectivism
seems to rcsemble the realistic and naturalistic styles prcvaleut at the tum of
the century; but it was more than :: style, it represented a predilection for certain
themes and a specific world—view. The writers‘ themes were selected from the
everyday world and drew hcavily on political, economic, and social events.
Man’s statura was dùninished; he was no longer the willful, self—directing individual
of unlimited potentialities that the previous Expressionist movement had initially
pictured. He now appeared as an object in the hands of more powerful form:
the omnipotent and blind forces of nature, his own instinctual drives, his social
milieu, and the impersona! agents and representatives of economic classes. See
RUDOLF Kursen, Deutscbe Situalianen 1930, Dicbtcrkäpfe (Vienna, 1930), p. 198.
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Arnold Zweig, who received international acclaim 2. They, together
with numerous others now long forgotten, considered their ideas
and works weapons in the struggle that decided the fate of Weimar
Germany 3.

The political orientation of the Objectivists has a historical
importance beyond its immediate setting. German literature was
the vanguard and, perhaps, the clearest representative of the
political nature, content, and purpose that characterized much of
European and American literature during the late twenties and
the thirties. In the light of international developments including
the great depression, the invasion of Manchuria, the triumph of

Hitler, the conquest of Ethiopia, and the outbreak of the Spanish
Civil War, such writers as Louis Aragon, Romain Rolland, André

Malraux, Ignazio Silone, Elio Vittorini, Pablo Neruda, Federico

Garcia Lorca, Karl Capek, Arthur Koestler, Stephen Spender,

W. H. Auden, Christopher Isherwood, John Dos Passos, Sherwood

Anderson, and John Steinbeck became the spokesmen for the
large number of writers who made politics their foremost concern ‘.
Partisanship, particularly anti-fascism and a respect or admiration

1 The most memornble works of this oup included: Remarque's Im Wexlen
nicht: Neues (1928); D'òblìn’s Berlin exanderplatz (1929); Brecht's Dreignr
xcbenoper (1928); Fallada’s Kleiner Mann, war nun? (1932); Jünger’s In Slablv
gewiltem (19204929); Segher’s Aufstand der Fischer uan SL Barum: (1928);
Plivier‘s Kaixerx Kulix (1930); and Zweig’s Streil um den Sergeanlen Grisrba
(1927).

3 Other Objectivists included: Béla Baläzs, Bernard von Brentano, Amal:
Brunnen, Hans Caressa, Carl Crede’, Bruno Frank, Ernst Glaser, Wieland Herz-
felde, Herbert ]hering, Ernst ]ohannsen, Erich Kästner, Martin Kessel, Hermann
Kesser, Hermann Kesten, Egon Kisch, Siegfried Kracauer, Peter Lampel, Walter
Mehring, Erich Mühsam, Robert Neumann, Carl von Ossieaky, Erwin Piscator,
Gerhard Pohl, Heinz Pol, Erik Reger, Hans Rehfisch, Ludwig Renn, Peter Riss,
Joseph Roth, Ernst von Salomon, Helmut Stellrecht, Kurt Tucholsky, Hans Vogts,
Georg von der Vring, Joseph Wehner, Erich Weinen, Günter Weismborn,
F. C. Weiskopf, Ehm Welk, and Friedrich Wolf.

‘ In the New Maße: of June 1933 Romain Rolland stated the new tasks
cf literature. «That unfertile aestheticism which delights in ‘thought for the
sake of thought’ is but an inch from the pit. It stinks of thecorpse. He only
lives who sets [...]. Our age is untamed, cruel, devastating; but it is also energetic,
fecund. It destroys and it renews. Now is not the hour to whine and to sulk
over our task. Today we have to struggle with old ideas, the dying and murderous
gods, and with millions of blind spirits which serve them blindly. It is ou! task
today to create a new vision and a new humanity. We can achieve this only at
the expense of energy and unhesitating Sacrifice. What we need, what the world
needs, is action .. and peace, which is the outcome of action. » Quoted in DANIEL
AARON, Writers on Ibe Left (New York, 1961), pp. 261—62.
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for socialism, united writers of various styles and political points
of view. This fraternity of the politically committed, which
included persuasions from moderately liberal to communist, reached

its height with the Congress for the Defense of Culture held in
Paris in June 1935 5. In their work, particularly in their program-
matic prose, the Objectivists discussed the compatibility of litera-
ture and politics. In their attempts to combine their artistic inclina-
tions and ideological commitments lies one of the trends of modern
literature.

The Objectivists regarded the writer as a didactic figure
ordained to encourage public resistance to the forces threatening
society. They firmly believed that the people would be anxious
and able to remove the corruptions Within soeiety once they had

learned about the ‘true’ or ‘objective’ conditions underlying
events ‘. Their method consisted of accumulating facts about con—
temporary affairs and recent history and of presenting these
through the concrete actions of life-like characters in a distinct
social setting7. The politics of the Objectivists was informed by

5 Many writers attended this congress and the membership list reads like
a Who’s Who of international literature. Among those present were: André Gide,
Walde Frank, Heinrich Mann, Henri Barbusse, EM. Forster, Martin Anderson-
Nexö, André Malraux, Alexei Tolstoy, Robert Musil, Alfred Döblin, Bertolt Brecht,
Lion Feuchtwanger, Ernst Toller, Anna Seghers, Johannes Becher, Alfred Kerr,
Max Brod, Erich Remarque, Else LaskerSchiiler, Rudolf Leonhard, Louis Aragon,
Julien Benda, Aldous Huxley, John Strachcy, Michael Gold, and Karl Capek.
Sggsgnlgsnoationuler Schri/txteller—Kongrefl, «Das neue TagevBuch », III (June 22,
1 , .

6 In spite of various partisan views these writers were to inject into their
work they steadfnstly maintained that its basis was objective. In the foreword
to the novel Die Flucht aime Ende (Cologne, 1956 [l929])‚ Joseph Roth maintained
that he had invemed nothing, that poetic composition was outmoded, and that
only Observation mattered. In a similar manner Theodor Plivier called his work
Dex KdiIEII Kali; (Berlin, 1930), p. 209, « a document »; Erik Reger claimed to
portray the reality of an intellectual condition in Union der festen Hand (Berlin,
1931), p. 6; und Ernst Jünger in In Stablgewittem (Berlin, 1929), p. iv, promised
to report obiectively the experience: and thoughts of an officer at war.

7 Among the numerous social ills dramatizcd by the Objectivists were: the
corruption of iustice in Carl Credé’s ]uxtizkrixe, Ferdinand Bruckner’s Die Ver-
brecher, Felix Ziege’s Affaire Bulleriabn, and Erich Mühsam’s Sacco und Vanzetti;
the problems of adolescence in Bruckner‘s Die Krankheit der Jugend and Peter
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the belief that man had to be taught to recognize his ability to
alter political and social institutions. The Objectivists did not
indulge in utopian prognostications nor did they believe in the
miraculous ttansformation of the individual. Instead they held
that man could improve his lot by rational means without comple—
tely abandoning the framework of existing society.

In their determination to create the pre-condition for public
action, the Objectivists, assuming the role of social scientists,

searched for ‘objective reality’ among political, economic, and
social events and institutions of the contemporary world. They

drew upon newspaper accounts, prison journals, war diaries,
industrial reports, welfare statistics, and medical case histories “.

The actuality they sought to uncover lay ìn the conscious, every-
day life of humans Which, they believed, would only be beclouded
by concern for hidden personal motives. The Objectivists avoided
psychological interpretations because they considered objective
reality to be bounded by the physical dimensions Within which
immatetial conditions played a negligible role ’.

The writers reacted Violently to conditions in German society
that symbolized the persistence of the authoritarian Empire and
the lack of fundamental changes in the postwar years. Their
favorite target was the military. In the preeminence of high-
ranking Officers in public life, the return to power of the old
general staff, the protection'which the government gave to the

Lampel’s Pennäler; the instability of marriage and the family in Alfred Döblin's
Die Ebe und Hermann Kesten’s Die heilige Familie; prostitution in Bruno Frank's
Da: Weib auf dem Tiere; and abortion in Credé's 218, Wolf‘s Cyanleali, and
Hans Rehfisch’s Der Frauenarzl. In each case the social origins of injustice and
suffering were presented in a frank and often sensational manner.

‘ To substantiate their contention that they were lrunsmitters of ‘obiective
reality’ the writers made a_n effort to impress the public with the diligence of
their research. Friedrich Wolf interviewed many of the participants in the historical
events depicted in his play Die Matroxen von Canaro, Gesammelte Dramen, II
(Berlin, 1952); Theodor Plivier conducted ninety—two interviews with «represen-
tatives of Opposing political views, workers, soldiers, sailurs, deputia of the
Reichstag, nfficers, md two ministers» in writing Der Kaixer ging, die Generäle
blieben (Berlin, 1932), pp. 34647; and reference was made to printed sources
including newspapers, monographs, and documents of the Reicbmrcbiv by Joseph
Wehnet, Sieben uor Verdun (Munich, 1930), p. 245 und Friedrich Wolf, Die
Jungen: uan Man:, Gesammelte Dramen, II, foreword.

" Although the Obiectivists rejected depth psychology, some were drawn to
Watson’s behaviorism which confined itself to the study of observable human
reactions.
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illegal activities of the army, and the growing prestige of veterans
organizations such as the Stablbelm, the writers saw a return of
the militarìsm of the old regime that was inconsistent with a
peaceful republic. The schools were also denounced, for the old
methods, textbooks, and teachers remained entrenched and un-

responsive to the changes that had taken place since the war.
The writers considered the educational system one of the most
powerful strongholds of conservatism and anti-democratic influ-
ence. Other objects of their scorn were the great industrialists
whose power had grown with the blessings of the government;
the bureaucracy Which sabotaged even the most timid democratic
reforms and used its offices to defend right-wing extremism; the
‘big shots’ in the Social Democratic party who had become
bureaucrats; the Junkers who remained the first estate in society;
the hypocrisy of the Protestant clergy; profiteers and exploiters;
the deposed but surviving princes of the German states; and
public pieties of the philistine-Bürger which obscured the real
problems of and threats to the nation under a cloud of smug
platitudes and homilies “’.

During the last years of the Weimar Republic the Objectiv-
ists hoped to act as a rational conscience. They thought that
through literature changes in society could be promoted and iden—
tified themselves as publicists and propagandists ". All of them
regarded the presentation of facts, of the unvarnished truth, as
a means of enlightening the public and leading it to reform society,
but many claimed to be more than enlighteners. By a careful
selection of facts they attempted to present a political point of
view that would direct the public in undertaking and carrying
out reforms. The Objectivists found it difficult to differentiate
between publicity and propaganda; the second seemed to be a
logica! continuation of the first. Throughout the late twenties

1° A pictorial summary of these rescntmems and disappointmems can be
found in Kurt Tucholsky’s Deulxcbland, Deulxcbland über alle; (Berlin, 1929) and
Georg Grosz’ Das Gericht der herrschenden Klasse (Berlin, 1921),

" The Objectivists’ goals seldom received direct exposition and appeared in
iugitive materials such as articles, essays, prefaces, epilogues, and introductions.
Though filled with lapses and eontradictions, their pmgrammatic prose set forth
the end toward which their work was directed nnd gave them the opportunity
to discourse on the extent to which the Writer could act as propagandist.
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and early thirties they debated the merits of the two positions:
Shall the politically conscious writer be a publicist and presenter
of facts or shall he be a propagandist and impose his point of
view on the public? Uncertainty led to a vacillation between the
two approaches so that those who considered themselves publicists
often sounded more like propagandists and those who referred to
their work as propaganda at times appeared to be talking only
about the presentation of facts.

II

All of the Objectivists were publicists in one way or another.
As such they advocated the presentation of Zeit-tbeater —— drama
that drew upon contemporary problems and issues — and insisted
that it was more suitable for audiences of the time than the
‘tedious conflicts’ of Elizabeth Tudor, Mary Stuart, Wilhelm Tell,

and Iphigenia'z. According to the critic Herbert ]hering, the
journalistic and reportorial drama ended the social isolation of
the theater. He believed that in using current events as themes
of their work writers had come to the realization that an uprooted
era called for political literature “.

A predilection for the contemporaneous led the Objectivists
to pay particular attention to the awful statistics of social misery.
Friedrich Wolf directed the writer to become aware and make
use of such ugly facts as: that child lahm: was still widespread;
that the estimated number of abortions per year was 800,000;

and that 34 percent of all tuberculosis sufferers did not have
their own bed “.

The desire to make literature essentially descriptive did not
diminish the Objectivists’ belief that their work could be politic-

‘1 FRIEDRICH WOLF, Kunst ist Waffe, Au/xätze über Theater (Berlin, 1957),
pp. 160-62.

'3 Van Reinhardt bi; Brecht, II (Berlin, 1958), pp. 25557. A survey of the
productions of 1931 and the previous five years lists Zzimüclee as greatly preda
minant over plays based on historical, legendary, fiction:], and Biblical subjects.
WILHELM Fans, Die drammatiscbe Pradulelion des ]abres 1931, quoted in Emsu‘
SCHUMACHER. Die dramatischen Versuche Bertolt Brecht; (Berlin, 1955), p. 536.

“ WOLF, Au/sätze, p. 162. The view of the Writer as recorder and reporter
sometimes went hand ìn hand with the belief that he mus! remain at & distance  
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ally influential. Lion Feuchtwanger suggested that to explain the
world was to alter it; that plausible explanation quietly changed
it in a rational and continual manner. He considered the writer’s
means more effective and enduring than those of men Who sought
to change the world by force, for they only used force because
plausible explanation was beyond them ‘5. Carl Credé went further
and stated that his play ]ustizlerise, dealing with the Corruption
of justice, would really be effective if professional jurists would
take the subject to heart and institute reforms '6

Neutrality was a principle of such writers as Carl Credé,
Ferdinand Bruckner, Lion Feuchtwanger, Ernst G1aeser, and Hans

Fallada who considered their primary role to be that of publicists.
They viewed partisanship that went further than the exposition
of objective reality as a great danger to the writer who would be
dragged down by it to the level of the combatants and thereby lose
his objective vantage point. They did not admit that an explanation
of the world through the presentation of facts involved selection
and choice, and that the refusal to draw conclusions from the facts
resulted in a neutrality that was more apparent than real.

There were those Who thought of themselves as publicists
but insisted that the writer must have a point of view that inform;
his work. Alfred Döblin, for instance, believed that the writer

must identify with & socialist movement that is idealistic and that
adheres to the principles of freedom, opposition to coercion,
indignation against injustice, and repugnance for barbarism ". He
regarded his brand of utopian socialism as a means of restoring
sanity to public life through a curtailment of the centralizing and

from his subject and maintain :; forced neutrality in presenting the facts. Carl
Credé, for instance, assiduously avoided taking a position in his muckmkìng plays
and maintained that there was no need for the writer to impose himself on
subjects drawn from life and the meaning of which was seLf—evident. ]uxlizlerise:
Gequfille Menschen II. Teil (Berlin‚19_30), pp. 4—6.

15 Erfolg: Drei ]abrc Geschichte einer Provinz, II (Berlin 1930), pp 35859.
Hermann Kesten praised the power of the word. «It ttansforms opinions and
govemmems customs and religious, costurnes and the surface of the earth, ideas
and ideologies, and the meaning, conduct, quality, and sense of life, man ahd the
gods. » Einleitung, Vierundzwanzig neue deuttcbe Erzähler, ed. Hermann Kestcn
(Berlin, 1929), p. 7.

" Cmamä, ]ustizkn'se, p. 7.
17 Winter: und VerändernI: Offene Briefe an einen jungen Menschen (Berlin,

1931), p. 126.
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bureaucratic tendencies of the state and & tevitalization of private
life. « How does one curtail the public sector of society? If many L
people Withdraw from the state then they abandon it to the
condottieri, If you Conquer the state you possess it and it possesses
you and you are swallowed up. The only feasible weakening of
the state must emanate from an effective increase of the real, that

is the small social groups and their ‘ptivate’ lives. » “

The most serious problem of the Objectivists was the rela-
tionship of the individual writer to the great social collective,
tegardless of whether he desired to be neutral or was committed
to advancing specific ideas. In viewing the literary scene at the
end of the Weimar era Gottfried Benn elucidated one of the
central literary questions of the time: Is the writer’s own person—
ality the point of departure for his work ot must he he submerged
in the collective, the spokesman of which he attempts to be"?

Of those who took a definite stand Alfred Döblin and Bertolt
Brecht had the Strongest convictions. Döblin insisted that liter-
ature was no longer the cultural monopoly of the upper classes
and that the writer must appeal to and represent the broad masses
without allowing himself to be submerged by them. He must
resist being drawn down to the collective and at the same time
appeal to it through his individuality. To reach a Wide public he
suggested that the artistic values of literature be loweted ”. Brecht
tejected the view of the writer as the vessel of divinely inspired
intuitions called upon to express his unique personality. To him
the writer was part of the collective and gave expression to it.
He considered literature to be a collective effort and regarded his
own work as tentative drafts rather than finished pieces. He had
no compunction about rewtiting and even debasing his own work
if he believed that political conditions called for it and drew
heavily on the suggestions of a large number of collaborators whom
he conscientiously named when his works were published “.

“ Ibid., p. 170.
” Nad] dem Nibilismus (Berlin, 1932), pp. 137-38.
2“ AXEL EGGEBRECHT, Zu Döblin: Erfolg, «Weltbühne », XXVI (Feb. 4,

1930), 208.
11 Brecht’s disregard for artistic individuality not only pmmpted him to name

even minor cullaborators but sometimes led to the opposite extreme of helping
himself to the work of others without giving them credit. His failure to acknow-  
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Gottfried Benn ridiculed this dilemma of contemporary wri-
ters. To indicate the dangerous direction that he believed Objectiv—
ism was taking he pointed to the official Russian position on
literature as presented in the speeches of Sergei Tretyakov, one
of the commissars of Soviet literature, before large audiences of
German writers. The Soviet Union, Tretyakov claimed, had

quuidated the creativity, esthetics, and individualism of the writer
and had thereby freed him to work as a member of the collective
in writing factory manuals on safety and cleanliness and in draft-
ing workers’ demands for higher production quotas L’. Neither
Brecht nor any Objectivist except a hard core of communist writers
accepted this as a satisfactory solution to the conflict between
self expression and social identification. Benn, who looked down
upon the genuine dilemma of his fellow writers, gave his unqualì—
fied support to the National Socialist regime in the first months
of its existence and suddenly maintained that the intellectual must
subordinate himself to the state when history is being made 23.

The writer’s relationship to the collective represented the
Objectìvists’ most important general problem. More immediate
was the question of how the writer should discharge his political
responsibility to society.

III

A large number of Objectivists were not content to play the
passive role of publicist, and sought to make their work a more
forceful instrument of politics. The increasing tempo of life,
especially after the start of the Great Depression, characterized
by unemployment and its attendant privations, the growing failure
of compromise politics in the Reichstag, the clashes of four private

ledge K. L. Ammer as translator of the Villen verses he used ìn the Dreigwxcbmaper
led to a scenda]. With the innocence of a Bavarian Schweik Brecht explained
his action as ‚( my basic laxity in matters of literary property ». For Alfred Kerr’s
attack on Brecht and Brecht's reply, see Berlolt Brecht; Dreigrascbenbucb (Frank-
furt, 1961), pp. 202-06.

” GOTTFRIED BENN, Die literarixcbe Saimn, Essays (Wiesbaden, 1951), pp.
128.31.

73 Der neue SIMI und die Inlellekluellen (Stuttgart, 1933), pp. 9-21.
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armies “, and a general spread of violence that augured the end
of the Republic, created an electrifying atmosphere that prompted
even those writers who desired to be neutral to seek a more
persuasive means of appealing to the public.

The Objectivists agreed with Ernst Glaeser that there was
no longer any value in moving hearts; that now the intellect had
to be stimulated 25. There was a common desire to awaken the
political awareness of the German people. Heinz Pol considers
it to have been the desire to write a « comédie humaine politique »
that would make the people politically aware by exposing evils “.
Perhaps the most straightforwatd of the various stated purposes
was that of Theodor Plivier. He wanted to inform the public,

and particularly the youth, about the events surrounding the ending
of the World War and the formation of the Republic - — events that
were generally unknown or that had been distorted by erroneous
accounts ”. Whereas his aim was to act as historian for the poli-
tical education of his contemporaries, others sought to make their
works a clear warning and open challenge to the public suffering
from political lethargy and disillusionment. Peter Riss intended
his work to be an admonition to the postwar youth Who yeamed
{or action but who had to learn how to avoid being slaughtered
« with God’s blessing and for moneybags and fathetland » “. Hel-
mut Stellrecht also assumed the role of Cassandra to warn Ger-
many about the « neurasthenics » Who condemned the World War
and failed to see that a new era of national greatness was born in
that conflict. He sought to give a « true » account of events so
that the people would a\vaken from their apathy ready to meet
the Challenges of future Struggles ”.

2" The four para-military organizations were: the commuuist Role Front—
]eämp/er Bund, the nazi Sturm-Abteilung, the nationalist Stablbelm, and the social
democratic Reicbsbaflner.

5 ERNST GLAESER, Ansage einer ]ournalixtenburbex, «Welthühne », XXV
(June 4, 1929), 878.

26 Interview with Heinz Pol, January, 1961.
77 Kaixer ging, p, 346,
1“ Wie Stahlhnd Anno 17 enmand, « Hamburger General Anzeiger », XLIXI

(Nov; 21, 1930, 1 and Smblbad Anna 17 [Hamburg, 1931]), pp. 44849.
2“ Trolz allem! (Munich, 1931), pp. 5—6. Although Riss and Steflrecht

represented the extreme left and right respectively, they agreed that literature
should become an instrument of political propaganda, The political content of
their work was naturally vastly different.   
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For many Objectivists the role of political educato: could
only be realized if the writer was himself able and ready to take
a position. They believed that neutralism on social issues confused
further the already bewildered public, and ultimately led to a
sidestepping of that political responsibility which so many of them
aimed conscientiously to discharge. Gerhart Pohl put it succinctly
in saying that the public does not need to be taught how to doubt,
and that the first commandment of contemporary literature must
be decisiveness and a devotion to principles 3°.

At times the writers expressed the partisan desire to turn
their work into propaganda. Friedrich Wolf insisted that the
writer could no longer afford to remain in his romantic garret;
that in Germany’s fateful hour he must match as drummer beside
the standard ". Peter Riss considered the writer to be the pioneer
of history, who fights against the lies of a dying epoch in order
to bring it to a close. He believed that by 1930 only the writer
of conviction responded to the needs of the people and the hour.
As far as anti-war literature was concerned, he concluded that

‘Iiterary photographs’ such as Ludwig Renn’s Krieg and Nacb/erieg
and ‘romantic‘ works such as Erich Remarque’s Im Westen nicbtx
Neue: were passé, for they lacked conviction and‘drew no conclus-
ions. Now, he insisted, the time had come for the writer with

strong political convictions ”. In the introduction to a volume of
short stories, to which some of the best known Objectivists were
contributors, Wieland Herzfelde, publisher of the communist Malik

Verlag, stated his criteria for selection ”. He did not merely ask
if a story was interesting or well written. He wanted to know if
it would awaken or strengthen the readers’ will to alter the world.
To be fruitful, he added, literature must be tendentious and partisan

and must strive to usher in a social revolution and a new Ger-
many “ .

3° Vormarxcb im XX. Jahrhundert: Zer/all und Neubau der europäischen
Gesellxcbaft im Spiegel der Literatur (Leipzig, 1932), p. 101.

3‘ WOLF…Au/xfitze, p. 159.
” Rlss‚ Wiz Stahlbnd Anne 17 enmzmd, 1.
33 Dreißig neue Erzähler des neuen Dealscbland, ed. Wieland Herzfelde

(Berlin, 1932). Among the contributors were Wolf, Glaeser, Plivier, Ernest ]a-
hannsen, F.C. Weiskopf, and Erich Kästner.

“ Ibid., pp. 1041. The artist who wants to be a propagandist, said Erwin
Piscator, is obligated to portray man in his political relations to society, but he
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More sophisticated writers, such as Brecht, realized that if

political goals were to have some meaning they would have to
be more concrete. Brecht pointed out, however, that the greatest

evils of society, Which deserve the \vriter’s strongest Opposition,
had assumed the protective coloring of the commonplace. He
argued that mere contempt for the petty bourgeoisie protected it
from every criticism and that the same was'true of other subjects
which had simply become « alter Schnee » (« old hat »).

To eat fish in a certain way is petty bourgeois, certain social jobs are done by

petty bourgeois and those who do them are patty bourgeois [...]. In the same

way industry is …ti-intellectual and the courts are unius! just as trees are green,

and it is more reasonable for industry to be …ti-intellectual than for us to attack

it for that reason [...]. Thus an injustice of some years' standing becomes comple-
tely untouchable and in two weeks a great vileness becomes a small irregularity 35.

 

The Objectivists realized that it was not easy for the writer
to become a propagandist, for to be an effective agent of reform
he had to master his own political doubts and have clear objectives.
During the last years of the Weimar Republic not only a single-
mindedness of purpose was required of the would-be propagandist,
but an unflinching personal courage was demanded of those who
spoke out against and resisted the tide of events. Carl von Os-
sietzky was an outstanding example of such courage. He was
more than a journalist commenting on the political scene, for as
editor-in—chief of literary-political weekly « Die Weltbühne » he
had gathered around him some of the leading lights of the literary
world such as Erich Kästner, Walter Mehring, Kurt Tucholsky,

Lion Feuchtwanger, Ernst Glaeser, Hermann Kesten, and Alfred

Polgar, who looked up to him and recognized his unofficial leader-
ship. In 1931 he was convicted of tteason and sentenced to
eighteen months in prison for refusing to divulge the name of an
anonymous « Weltbühne » contributor who had exposed aspects

should not simply «mirror the times ». What must be made apparent is the
discrepancy between the grandeur of man and his denigmtion by society, so that
the need for overthrowing that society becomes an inacapablc conclusion. Poli-
tische: Theater, pp. 131-32.

35 Die Widersprüche des Kapitalismus xind ein aller Schnee - Der Dreigro—
xcbenprazeß, Versuche 1—12 (Berlin, 1959), pp. 280-81.
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of Germany’s secret rearmament ”. Ossietzky remained undaunted
and attempted to turn his persecution into ;; lesson for his contem—
poraries. In his last published article before going to prison he
exhorted writers to become the « invisible tribunes of the people »
and to hear the resulting persecution by the authorities as & badge
of honor.

Every publicist Who follows his conscience in troubled times must know that
he lives dangerously. He who like the writer believes in the immaterial power
of the word fired out into the world will not cry out when it boomerangs on
him in the form of a truncheon or prison term. They may imprison us and we
will suffer it, but it will be our pride not to be chastened, but to become more
energetic, impermeable, and tough 37.

The writer assuming the part of tribune considered himself
the conscience of the public and underth personally dangerous
responsibilities on its behalf. He fought for justice and against
Corruption as a free agent who chose to put himself at the service
of others and decided the course of his own actions.

Some Objectivists considered the tribune to be an instrument
of the collective rather than a free agent. After the huge success
of his two musical plays Die Dreigroxcbenoper and Au/Jtieg und
Fall der Stadt Mabagmmy Brecht became increasingly concerned
with the role of the revolutionary writer in the struggle for a
socialist society. His interest in and devotion to Marxism had
grown since his first dramatic experiments after World War I and
in 1928—1929 he conscientiously attended lectures at the Marxist
Workers’ College in Berlin. Thereafter Brecht considered the
writer as no different from any other agent in the struggle to
create a better society and, therefore, bound by the same restric-
tions as all who served this cause. In Die Maßnahme he indicated
that a revolutionary must forego personal feelings and individual
inclinations. To act as the conscience of the mute masses he must
subordinate himself to the end toward which he strives, for only

* Ossietzky refused to take flight abroad and began to serve his term. Lion
Feuchtwanger remarked to Arnold Zweig fit the time that « the true Republic
is going to prison >>, RÜHLE, p. 190. For a full account of this case as well as
of Ossietzky's heroic stand after 1933, see Sonder-Aurgabe — Carl von Oxsietzley,
«Weltbfihne », IV (new series, 1949) and ISTVAN DEAK, Weimar Germany‘x
‘Homeleu Left’: Tbe World of Carl von Ossietzky (unpubl. diss…, Columbia, 1964).

37 Recbenstball, «Weltbühne », XXVIII (May 10, 1932), 691.
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through Spartan discipline and not through willful acts can it be
attained.

He who fights for communism must be able to fight and not to fight; to speak

the truth and not to speak the truth; to render services and not to render

services; to keep promises and to break them, [He must] put himself in danger

and avoid danger; be conspicuous and inconspicuous. He Who fights for com-

munism has only one of all the virtues: that he fights for communism ”.

For Brecht the tribune and the people were an inseparable

whole and their influence over each other was reciprocal. In a

sense, therefore, the writer—tribune did not lead but only carried

out that which a higher necessity demanded ”. With much greater

directness Johannes R. Becher announced that the writer must

take a stand; must march under the watchword « war against

war », for silence also expressed a point of view ”. Writers such

as Willi Bredel, Bodo Uhse, Hans Marchwitza, and Klaus Neu-

krantz, who actually became ptactitioners of this outlook turned

themselves into hack writers for the sole purpose of carrying on

incendiary agitation “.
For & politically committed writer to be effective must he he

an active member of a political party and take direction from it,

or can he discharge his social responsibility by remaining an

independent critic of society and conscience of the cause in which

he believes? The Objectivists considered themselves men of politics

as well as political writers, but they did divide sharply on this

question. Hans Conrad presented the case of those Who viewed

the writer as a soldier of the revolution in an article that took

issue with what he called Kurt Tucholsky's « radical aloofness » “.

He condemned the intellectual leaders of the abortive revolution

35 Dic Maßnabme, Versuche 1-12, p. 326.
39 The ‘measure taken’ by {our party agitators on an illegal mission to China

is to kill one of their own kind for breaking discipline and endangering the

mission. The action taken is iustified as having been necessary because at present

the world can only be changed by force; the time to end all killing has not yet

come. ]bid.‚ p. 348.
°° Unxcre Frani, «Die Linkskurve », I (Aug. 1929), l.

“ The novels Sturm auf Essen (Berlin, 1930), by HANS MARCHWITLA and

Barrilzaden am Wedding (Berlin, 1929), by KLAUS NEU‘KRANTZ clearly called for

an armed insurrection by the proletariat and were banned by the police. Other

examples of literary agitation can be found in the skits of numerous communist

Agilpmp-Truppen that performed before workingclass audiences all over Germany.

‘1 Arbeiter und Intellektuelle, «\Veltbühne », XXV (Oct. 15, 1929), 585-884
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of 1918 who « believed that they merely had to mount the rostrum
to receive the applause of the people » and accused contemporary
writers of the political left of falling into the same error. He
berated Tucholsky and independent writers working for a social
revolution for always wanting to be leaders and exhorted them
not only to preach revolution but to enter the daily struggle of
the proletariat as rank and file members “.

Gerhart Pohl stated the position of those who believed that
literature must be concerned With politics but were not willing to
subordinate themselves to a political party. He contended that
the revolutionary socialist writer did not need to belong to a party
to formulate political ideas any more than a party needed him to
be effective, « for an independent writer always acts on the basis
of intellectual decisions whereas a political party often obeys tac-
tical considerations [...]. A writer may only love truth, a politicìan
utility. If a writer is a socialist he will feel himself to be united
with the working class because he must regard it as the foundation
of social reconstruction. But the socialist politician needs a party
of the working class in order to be effective » “. Pohl and many
others considered literature and politics to be inseparable but
balked at affiliation with political parties “. They wanted to be
at the hub of politics and to operate from the sidelines at the same
time. This desire reflected the deep—seated dilemma of the writer
who felt compelled to participate ìn public affairs but was fearful
of losing his personal integrity and volition.

IV

The Objectivists were not deterred from being political par—
ticipants on various levels and to various degrees by theoretical
disagreements about the extent of participation. Almost all of them

‘3 Hans Vogts stated that it might be better to give up writing poetry and
enter the daily struggle for freedom and justice. See his autobiographical state-
ment in Anlbolagie jüngster Lyrik, ed. Willi R. Fehse and Klaus Mann (Hamburg,
1927), PP. 164-65.

“ Vormarsch, pp. 123-24.
‘5 Döblin, for instance, considered it an insult that Writers were expected

to join political parties in which economic groups rather than intellectuals were
dominant. Wissen, p. 30.
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took some part in contemporary politics including a number of

those who had questioned the wisdom of direct action. Many
Objectivists had been affiliated with the Independent Socialist
party (USPD), and their political activity dated from the war and
first postwar years “’. Ossietzky had been brought to trial for anti«
nationalistic journalism in 1914; Mühsam had been imprisoned
for his participation in the Bavarian Soviet Republic; Herzfelde
had been imprisoned as a Spartacist; Plivier had served as chair-
man of a Sailors’ Council in 1918 and as an editor of the Spar-
ta/eusbtmd ; Wolf had served as chairman of & Soldiers’ Council

in 1918 and as leader of a “Red Hundred’ against the Free Corps
during the Kapp Putsch in 1920; in 1918 Kisch had been a red
guardist in Vienna; and Salomon had served With the Free Corps
in the Baltic and in 1922 had participated in the assassination of

Walther Rathenau ".

The tense political situation that set in With the depression

in 1930 stimulated almost all the Objectivists to action and led

them to identify With or join the groups and parties vying for

power. The majority, including Plivier, GIaeser, Tucholsky, Os-

sietzky, Pol, Riss, Reger, A. Zweig, Weisenbom, Kästner, Kesten,

Mehring, Mühsam, ]ohannsen, Kesser, Ginster, Pohl, and Lampe],

were in sympathy with the left and gave their support to the

numerous socialist Splinter groups that stood between the social

democrats and communists Without becoming permanently affiliat-

ed with any of them. In & similar way Jünger, Stelltecht, Wehner,

Flake, and Benn were drawn to the organizations and parties of

the extreme right, and Ehm Welk and Joseph Roth gravitated to

the center. More binding was the support given to the Communist

party by Becher, Renn, Seghers, Weinen, Wolf, Piscator, Brecht,

Erede], Weiskopf, and Kisch, and to the National Socialist party

by Salomon and Brennen.

The writers participated in almost every type of political

“ Those who had been associated with the USPD included: Brecht, Feucht-

wanger, ]hering, Kracauer, Mehring, Piscator, Wolf, Plivier, Tucholsky, Herzfelde,

Mühsam, and Weinen.
47 For biographical details about the writers, see RICHARD Dmaws and ALFRED

KANTOROWICZ (eds.), Verboten und Verbnmnz (Berlin, 1947) and FRANZ LENNARTZ,

Deum'be Dichter und Scbrifmaller unserer Zeit (Stuttgart, 1959), as well as the

nutobiographies of Mühsam, Herzfelde, and Salomon.
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activity. Glaeser, Kesser, and Wolf formed a writers’ collective
to oppose the creation of war memorials “; Mehring delivered
lectures against anti-Semitism “’; Welk, as editor of the « Grüne
Post » of the Ullstein Verlag, was well known for his attacks on
Goebbels 5“; and Glaeser and Weiskopf edited a laudatory picture
book on the Soviet Union 5‘. A number of writers, among them
Ossietzky, Becher, Lampel, and Salomon, were charged With tre—

ason, and Tucholsky, Kästner, Mehring, Pol, Weinen, Brentano,

Pohl, and Kisch, who made frequent journalistic contributions to
« Die Weltbühne », « Das Tage—Buch », « Der Eulenspiegel »,
« Die Linkskurve », and the « Arbeiter-IllustrierteZeitung », were
threatened with government censorship and teprisal.

A large number of Objectivists {locked to the standard of
Willi Münzenberg, the ideologica] impresario of unofficial corn-
munist propaganda and founder of the Internationale Arbeiter
Hilfe ( IAH) 52. The superior organizationaI talent of Münzenberg
had transformed the IAH, originally founded to aid Russian
workers suffering from famine in 1921, into a wor1d—wide organiza-
tion of 18,000,000 members which claimed to have collected
118,500,000 gold marks for its work 5’. In Germany Münzenberg
succeeded in creating dozens of organizations affiliated With the
IAH and devoted to the improvement of the condition of the
proletariat, the combatting of fascista, and the creation of a socialist
society S‘. His propaganda enterprises included: « Die Arbeiter-
Illustrierte—Zeitung », a picture weekly with a circulation of nearly
half a million; « Der rote Aufbau », a theoretical-political birnon-
thly journal; «Der Eulenspiegel », a humor magazine, with a

" ERNST GLAESER, Rbeinixc/Je Dichter, « Weltbühne », )O(IV (July 3,
1928), 19.

” Rede gegen den Anlisemilixmux, «Weltbühne », XXVII (Feb. 3, 1931),
16871.

5" RÙHLE, p. 176.
51 The [And Withoul Unemploymeni (New York, 1931).
51 Critics and opponents referred to Münzenberg’s enterprises as the ‘Münzen-

berg-Konzem’. This was :\ parody on the ‘Hugenberg-Konzern’ comprising the
enormous right—wing propaganda network organized by Alfred Hugenberg.

53 WlLu MÜNZENBERG, Solidnritäl: Zehn ]abre ArbeilerbiI/e 1921-1931
(Berlin, 1931), p. 522.

5‘ By avoiding direct aifiliation with the German Communist party, or with
the Comintem, Münzenberg was able to draw members and supporters from a
wide political spectrum who were attracted by his humanitarian, padfistic, and
anti—fascist activities.
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circulation of 115,000; two daily newspapers, « Berlin am Mor-

gen » and « Die Welt am Abend »; the publishing house Neuer
Deutscher Verlag; a bookclub; a film company; and a film dub 55.
Pol, Mühsam, Kersten, Piscator, Kisch, Seghers, Wolf, Pohl, Herz-

felde, Weinert, Tucholsky, Renn, Weiskopf, Mehring, Brentano,

and Ossietzky, were employed by Münzenberg or volunteeted
their services as journalists and pamphleteers, editors and readers,
Speakers and organizers.

In the last months before Hitler’s accession to power many
left-Wing Objectivists forsook their independent position and
grasped at any means that would prevent the triumph of fascism.
Some of them followed the lead of Ossietzky and Tucholsky who
called for a united front with the communists as an eleventh hour
measure against the Nazis *.

V

During the first years of the thirties the crisis in Germany
deepened. The collaboration of Nationalists and Nazis, increasing
terror and intimidation, the swelling of the Nazi party by the
unemployed, and the growing Nazi mandate in the Reichstag and
provincial chambers, cast an »aura of doom over Germany’s future.

Disheartened by the growth of those forces which they had
fought, a number of left-wing Objectivists began to express doubt
about their work and activity. They continued to be active but
were nagged by a sense of failure and were gradually overcome by
pessimism. At the end of the twenties Ehm Welk and Heinz Pol
had already expressed their doubts about the revolutionary leader’s
ability to prevent an impending disaster 57. Walk had indicated
that the intellectual is doomed to remain an outsider and by-
stander, disregarded by the masses regardless of whether he is

55 Sperling; Zeilxchriflen» und Zeilungx-Adrenbuch (Leipzig, 1931), pp. 403,
407, 472; RICHARD LEWINSOHN, Dat Geld in der Politik (Berlin, 1931), pp. 202-04.

56 KURT GROSSMANN, Onielzlzy ein deulxcber Patriot (Munich, 1963), PP.
341-47.

57 EHM WELK, Kreuzabmzbme (Berlin, 1927) and HEINZ POL, Enlweder --
oder: Ein poliliscber Raman (Bremen, 1929). See also ERICH KÄSTNER, Bourgeois
bleibt Bourgeois von Ebm Welk, «Weltbühne », XXV (March 5, 1929), 389.
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a Christian Socialist or a Bolshevik “. Pol drew the portrait of a
revolutionary leader Who was gradually corrupted by his attraction
to high society — the world of ‘salon parliamentarianism’, high
finance, industrial magnates, elegance, and snobbism. He later

explained that he had been uncompromising about the morality
of the revolutionary leader: « either he is completely pure and true
to his ideals or he will become corrupt. It is a case of either or ».
This inflexible notion of morality reflected Pol’s doubts at the
time about the efficacy of those who fought against the advancing
spirit of nihilism '" . In an extreme case like that of Gottfried Benn
pessimism led to the belief that nihilism was an inevitable condi-
tion pf contemporary Europe. He identified nihilism With man’s
hyperdeveloped intellect and consciousness itself, and insisted that
the future of the white race lay in its reliance on its ancestral
biological and anthropological essence. Thus nihilism could only
be transcended through an expression of crude energy and the
release of subconscious impulses "“.
The Objectivists’ desire to influence the public was clear and

strong They were, however, unable to reconcile the conflict

between their artistic and ideological selves and were swept along
by events the course of which not only appeared to be but was
outside their control. They expected more of literature than it
could hope to accomplish. They pushed unsolved theoretical ques-
tions to the background and wrote and acted, although often in
self—doubt and desperation, to hold back an impendìng catastrophe.

Half & century of discussion by writers of various persuasions
and nationalities has helped us to recognize the limits within which
art and politics can be combined Without destroying the meaning
or integrity of either. It is to the Objectivists, as well as to the
literary generation of the thirties and forties, who pragmatically
tested the mixing of politics and art, that we owe our present
understanding of the possibilities and limitations of each.

35 Welk conduded that the revolutionary writer was held back from devoting
himself fully to socialism and the welfare of the pmletariat by his bourgeois ties.

” Interview with Pol, January, 1961.
6° Irmlionalixrnu: und moderne Medizin, Nach Nibilixmux, pp. 114-31. See

also MICHAEL HAMBURGER, Reason and Energy (New York, 1957), pp. 276—77.
Hermann Weber, a young poet of the period shared Benn’s outlook and claimed
a new order based on perpetua] rebellion to be the goal of his existence. An-
thologie iüngfter Lyrik, pp. 164-65.



 

 

   


